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An academic essay is a detailed explanatory text of a topic. It helps a reader to know and to have a
deep and thorough understanding of the topic and the associated stream of knowledge. It is
developed in a prescribed format. The first part is the introductory paragraph which includes a
sentence to gather the attention of the reader. Then is the thesis statement, which can be in the
form of either open or closed thesis statement. The body paragraph which follows contains topic
sentence which makes a point and a paragraph which supports it. Then comes the sentence of
summary and at last the conclusion.

	The introductory part is a short paragraph of about 40 words or 3 to 4 sentences. Here initially there
is an attention-getting sentence. This is followed by the sentence which is a further elaboration of
the attention getting sentence. It is a short explanation to the earlier sentence. Then comes the
thesis statement which comprises of a clear view over the subject and the writer's opinion and the
relevancy of the views and opinions presented. The thesis statement is of two types: open and close
thesis statement. An open statement is generalist and judgmental in nature. While the close
statement is more specific which comes with a supporting argument to the point of view mentioned
in it. After that is the main body part, which explains the topic in detail followed by conclusion.

	We have our own specialized team which provides the service in developing the appropriate
content. We provide tailor-made solutions for all the queries related to essay development. Our
team, which has a good hold over language, knowledge and the content required to develop an
essay provides the content related to any stream of knowledge which is helpful in developing the
essay. If you want to more information about The Essay Help then visit our website at
www.researchessay.co.uk or contact us - info@theessayhelp.com
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